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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

We study the occurrence of chaos in the Atkinson–Allen model
of four competing species, which plays the role as a discrete-time
Lotka–Volterra-type model. We show that in this model chaos can be
generated by a cascade of quasiperiod-doubling bifurcations starting from a supercritical Neimark–Sacker bifurcation of the unique
positive fixed point. The chaotic attractor is contained in a globally attracting invariant manifold of codimension one, known as the
carrying simplex. Biologically, our study implies that the invasion
attempts by an invader into a trimorphic population under Atkinson–Allen dynamics can lead to chaos.
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1. Introduction
Consider the discrete-time Atkinson–Allen model of n mutually competing species
induced by the map
Ti (x) =

(1 + si )(1 − ci )xi

+ c i xi ,
1 + nj=1 bij xj

0 < ci < 1, bij , si > 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n

(1)

on Rn+ = [0, ∞)n , where x = (x1 , . . . , xn )τ is the vector of populations at one generation,
and T(x) = (T1 (x), . . . , Tn (x))τ is the corresponding vector at the next generation. Parameter bii is the rate of intraspecific competition of the species i; parameter bij (i = j) is the
rate of interspecific competition of the species j on the species i; and parameter ci is the survival rate of the species i from one generation to the next generation. We refer the reader
to [15] for the mechanistic derivation of the Atkinson–Allen model (1) from first principles. The Atkinson–Allen model (1) plays a role as a discretized system of the classical
continuous-time Lotka–Volterra model of competition (see [15,29])

dxi (t)
αij xj (t)),
= xi (t)(ξi −
dt
n

ξi , αij > 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n.

(2)

j=1
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The Atkinson–Allen map T given by (1) is unbounded but invertible on Rn+ which admits
a carrying simplex  ⊂ Rn+ \ {0}, that is an invariant hypersurface of codimension one,
which attracts all non-trivial orbits (see [15]). The origin 0 is a repeller for T, and  is
the boundary in Rn+ of the basin of repulsion of the origin which satisfies the following
properties:
•  is compact and unordered, i.e. if x, z ∈  such that xi ≥ zi for all i = 1, . . . , n, then
x = z;
•  is homeomorphic via radial projection
to the (n − 1)-dimensional standard proban
n
n−1
bility simplex 
= {x ∈ R+ : i=1 xi = 1};
• ∀x ∈ Rn+ \ {0}, there is some z ∈  such that lim |T k (x) − T k (z)| = 0;
k→∞

• T() = , and T :  →  is a homeomorphism.
The importance of the existence of a carrying simplex  stems from the fact that  captures the relevant long-term dynamics. In particular, it contains all non-trivial fixed points,
periodic orbits, invariant circles and heteroclinic cycles (see, for example, [15,20,21,23]).
The dynamical behaviour of the Atkinson–Allen model (1) for single species is trivial, that is every nonzero trajectory tends to the positive fixed point because it is a strictly
increasing map on R+ . The Atkinson–Allen model (1) of two competing species also only
has trivial dynamics, that is every trajectory converges to a fixed point due to the existence of a one-dimensional carrying simplex; see [15,32]. The Atkinson–Allen model (1)
of three competing species has much richer dynamics (see [5,15,20,28,29]). In particular,
Gyllenberg et al. classified the three-dimensional model (1) in terms of inequalities on the
parameters via the boundary dynamics on the two-dimensional carrying simplex in [15],
and derived a total of 33 stable equivalence classes. They found that non-trivial dynamics,
such as Neimark–Sacker bifurcations and heteroclinic cycles can occur in some classes.
The Neimark–Sacker bifurcation is a well-known phenomenon occurs for a discrete-time
dynamical system in two or more dimensions induced by a smooth map depending on
a parameter, μ ∈ R say, with a fixed point x∗ (μ) whose Jacobian has a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues λ(μ), λ̄(μ) which cross the unit circle transversally at μ = 0;
i.e., r(μ) = |λ(μ)| satisfies r(0) = 1, r (0) = 0, and then, generically, as μ passes through
μ = 0, the fixed point x∗ (μ) changes stability and a unique invariant circle bifurcates from
it; see [24,27,31]. Moreover, either all orbits are periodic, or all orbits are dense on such an
invariant circle (in this case, we call the invariant circle a quasiperiodic curve). However, it
was proved that in classes 1−25 and 33, every nonzero trajectory converges to a fixed point
on the carrying simplex, that is the dynamics in these classes is trivial; see [3,15,16,28]).
Their results show that the three-dimensional Atkinson–Allen model (1) has the similar
dynamic scenarios as the Lotka–Volterra competitive model (2); see [34,39]. The reader
can consult, for instance, [1,2,4,17,22,26,36–38], for more results on the Lotka–Volterra
competitive model.
Note that there is a two-dimensional carrying simplex  for the three-dimensional continuous flow ψ induced by a totally competitive system of ODEs: ẋi = xi fi (x), i = 1, 2, 3,
by Hirsch’s carrying simplex theory [19], such that every non-trivial orbit of ψ is asymptotic (as t → +∞) to one in ; that is, for every x ∈ R3+ \ {0}, there is some y ∈  such
that |ψt (x) − ψt (y)| → 0 as t → +∞. It follows that the restriction of ψ to  is a planar
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flow which have the same non-trivial ω-limit sets as ψ, and hence the Poincaré-Bendixson
theorem holds for the three-dimensional totally competitive system of ODEs. In particular,
chaos cannot occur in the three-dimensional Lotka–Volterra competitive model (2). However, though the Atkinson–Allen model (1) has a carrying simplex, it cannot guarantee that
there is no chaos in the three-dimensional Atkinson–Allen model (1) since the PoincaréBendixson theorem does not hold for discrete-time systems. The results in [15,28] seem to
imply that the chaos may not occur in the three-dimensional Atkinson–Allen model (1).
On the other hand, we have carried out a brute-force numerical search to try to find the
possible parameters such that the orbit of the Atkinson–Allen model behaves chaotic,
but failed. Such numerical searches have also been employed for other classical threedimensional discrete-time models including the Leslie-Gower model [21] and the Ricker
model admitting a carrying simplex under mild conditions (see [18,23,30]), but we have
not found any chaotic behaviour. Moreover, we have also run many numerical simulations
for the Poincaré map of the three-dimensional periodic Lotka–Volterra competition model
[18]; that is, the positive parameters ξi , αij in (2) are time-periodic with the same period,
which also admits a carrying simplex by [18,35]. Periodic orbits and quasiperiodic curves,
corresponding to subharmonic and quasiperiodic solutions of the periodic Lotka–Volterra
model, were detected for the Poincaré map, but no chaotic attractor has been found. It
seems to us that there might be no chaos in these classical 3D competitive discrete-time systems admitting a carrying simplex by the results in [15,21,22,28,39] and by our numerical
experiments comparing with the 3D competitive continuous-time systems. Therefore, in
this paper, we turn to explore the occurrence of chaos in the 4D Atkinson–Allen model (1),
and we successfully find the parameters such that the Atkinson–Allen model (1) of four
mutually competing species (i.e. n = 4) has a chaotic attractor. This means that the 4D
Atkinson–Allen model can admit a chaotic attractor, which is contained in the 3D carrying
simplex .

2. A numerical investigation of the 4D Atkinson–Allen model
Let Ṙn+ = {x ∈ Rn+ : xi > 0, i = 1, . . . , n} be the open positive cone and πi = {x ∈ Rn+ :
˙ =  ∩ Ṙn+ denote the interior of the carrying
xi = 0} be the ith coordinate plane. Let 
˙
simplex  and ∂ =  \  denote the boundary of .
To begin, we set c = (c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 )τ and s = (s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 )τ . Let B denote the 4 × 4 matrix
with entries bij , i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. From now on we consider the 4D Atkinson–Allen model
T given by (1) (i.e., n = 4) with the parameters
c = (1 − r, 0.3, 0.4, 0.1)τ ,

(3a)
τ

s = (0.3, 0.0746, 0.136, 0.245) ,
⎡
0.72 3.6 0.006 0.72
⎢ 0.28 0.32
0.5
0.01
B=⎢
⎣ 0.14 0.02
0.8
0.84
0.23 1.54 0.72 1.18

⎤
⎥
⎥,
⎦

(3b)

(3c)

where 0 < r < 1 is a free parameter. We find that chaotic attractor can occur in this Atkinson–Allen model of four species for some big r, i.e., some small survival rate c1 of the species
1. For example, when r = 0.775, a chaotic attractor is detected which is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The chaotic attractor for r = 0.775. (a) projection on the x2 x3 x4 space; (b) projection on the
x1 x2 x3 space.

The corresponding Lyapunov exponents are 0.00093, 0, −0.03085 and −0.11667, which
implies a Lyapunov dimension ([6,7]) of 2.03. A detailed investigation is shown below. In
our context, a dynamical system that shows exponential sensibility of the time development
on the initial conditions is called chaotic; see [6,14].
The 4D Atkinson–Allen model T with the parameters given by (3) has nine boundary
fixed points which is independent of r:
• a trivial fixed point (the origin 0);
• four axial fixed points q{1} , q{2} , q{3} , q{4} with q{i} lying on positive xi -axis;
• three planar fixed points v{12} , v{13} , v{14} with v{ij} lying on the positive cone of the xi xj
subspace;
• a fixed point w{1} on the positive cone of the x2 x3 x4 subspace,

Figure 2. Carrying simplex for the 4D Atkinson–Allen map T with the parameters given by (3). A fixed
point on the boundary is represented by a closed dot •.
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which are all unstable, and a unique positive fixed point p with
p ≈ (0.06643, 0.05442, 0.07562, 0.07752)τ .
Moreover, T admits a 3D carrying simplex  homeomorphic to 3 ; see Figure 2. All the
˙
non-trivial boundary fixed points lie on ∂ and p lies in .

Figure 3. The phase portrait on ∂ for the 4D Atkinson–Allen map T with the parameters given by (3).
(a) the phase portrait on (∂)3 ; (b) the phase portrait on (∂)2 ; (c) the phase portrait on (∂)1 ; (d) the
phase portrait on (∂)4 .

Figure 4. The positive fixed point p undergoes a supercritical Neimark–Sacker bifurcation. (a) a stable
fixed point; (b) a stable invariant circle.
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2.1. Boundary dynamics
Note that each coordinate plane πi is positively invariant under T, and T|πi is a 3D Atkinson–Allen model which admits a 2D carrying simplex, where T|πi is the restriction of T
to πi . ∂ is composed of the 2D carrying simplices of T|πi , i.e. ∂ = ∪4i=1 (∂)i , where
(∂)i = ∂ ∩ πi is the carrying simplex of T|πi . Now we study the dynamics of the four
3D Atkinson–Allen maps T|πi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
For the general 3D Atkinson–Allen model given by (1), it was shown in [15] that there
are a total of 33 stable equivalence classes in terms of simple inequalities on the parameters
bij and si by the equivalence relation relative to the boundary dynamics. According to [15],
we know that T|π4 is in class 4 (see Figure 3(d)), T|π3 is in class 8 (see Figure 3(a)), T|π2
is in class 9 (see Figure 3(b)), and T|π1 is in class 27 (see Figure 3(c)) for any 0 < r < 1,
where the sufficient and necessary conditions for classes 4, 8, 9 and 27 are given in the
appendix. It then follows that v{13} is globally attracting on the interior of π4 for T|π4 , q{2}

Figure 5. A quasiperiod-doubling cascade begins as r is increased from 0.606. The interior attractor
evolves from a quasiperiodic curve to (a) a 2-quasiperiodic curve, then to (b) a 4-quasiperiodic curve,
then to (c) a 8-quasiperiodic curve, then to (d) a 16-quasiperiodic curve, and so on.
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is globally attracting on the interior of π3 for T|π3 , and v{14} is globally attracting on the
interior of π2 for T|π2 . Therefore, the global dynamics is known for T|π4 , T|π3 and T|π2 , that
is, every non-trivial orbit converges to some boundary fixed point, which is independent
of r. Since T|π1 is in class 27, the three edges of (∂)1 form a heteroclinic cycle and there is
a fixed point, i.e. w{1} ≈ (0, 0.064, 0.107, 0.059)τ in the interior of (∂)1 ; see Figure 3(c).
The heteroclinic cycle is repelling for T|π1 by Lemma A.5 in the appendix. The Jacobian
matrix DT|π1 (w{1} ) has eigenvalues 0.9043, 0.9932 ± 0.0269i, which are the three internal
eigenvalues of DT(w{1} ). Thus, w{1} is stable for T|π1 . Note that T|π1 is independent of r,
so the boundary dynamics of T is independent of r, and the dynamics on ∂ for T is as
shown in Figure 3. On the other hand, the external eigenvalue of DT(w{1} ) is 1 + 0.0208r,
so w{1} is unstable for T for all 0 < r < 1.
2.2. Evolution of the interior attractor
˙ for increasing r over
In this subsection, we study the evolution of the attractor within 
the range 0 < r < 1. The route to chaos was detected as the parameter r is increased.
Specifically, in this simple model, we observe that cascades of quasiperiod-doubling bifurcations can lead to chaos. Quasiperiod-doubling bifurcation in our context is referred to
the phenomenon that a quasiperiodic curve rounding twice bifurcates from the original
one; see Figure 5. We call the bifurcated quasiperiodic curve a 2-quasiperiodic curve. The
phenomena, quasiperiod-doubling cascades leading to chaos, have also been observed in
[8,33].
At r ≈ 0.4237, the positive fixed point p undergoes a supercritical Neimark–Sacker
bifurcation with first Lyapunov coefficient L1 (0) = −0.8747 < 0 ([13]). The positive fixed
point p is stable for r < 0.4237 which can be checked by the Jury test (see [25]). The fixed
point p becomes unstable and a stable invariant circle can occur for r > 0.4237. Figure 4(b)
shows the attracting quasiperiodic curve when r = 0.45. As r is increased from 0.45 the
quasiperiodic curve increases in size, until about r = 0.606, where a quasiperiod-doubling

Figure 6. The corresponding largest Lyapunov exponent (the top blue curve) and the second largest
Lyapunov exponent (the bottom red curve) as functions of r.
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cascade begins; that is, the interior attractor evolves from a quasiperiodic curve to a 2quasiperiodic curve, then to a 4-quasiperiodic curve, then to a 8-quasiperiodic curve, then
to a 16-quasiperiodic curve, etc; see Figure 5.
However, such quasiperiod-doubling cascades eventually lead to chaos at about r = 0.7
by noticing that the largest Lyapunov exponent becomes positive for some r > 0.7 (see
Figure 6). Figure 7(a–d) show the different chaotic attractors for different values of r. Therefore, this example shows a possible route to chaos in the 4D Atkinson–Allen model; that
is, cascades of quasiperiod-doubling bifurcations can lead to chaos.
Note that as r is increased, there also exist some quasiperiodic windows, i.e., quasiperiodic curves appear again. As shown in Figure 6, there are some r such that the largest
Lyapunov exponent is zero. For example, Figure 8(a) shows that a 3-quasiperiodic curve
occurs at r = 0.78. When r > 0.939, the chaotic attractor disappears while the attractor
becomes an invariant circle. Figure 8(b) shows the attracting invariant circle at r = 0.945.

Figure 7. Projection on the x2 x3 plane of the chaotic attractors. The successive iterates T k of T have
been applied to the initial point x0 = (0.01, 0.064, 0.107, 0.059)τ , producing a sequence asymptotic to
the attractor. Here, 2, 00, 000 points of this sequence are plotted, ignoring the first 50, 000 iterates. (a)
chaotic attractor for r = 0.7025; (b) chaotic attractor for r = 0.715; (c) chaotic attractor for r = 0.775;
(d) chaotic attractor for r = 0.93.
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Figure 8. Projection on the x2 x3 plane of the invariant circles. (a) 3-quasiperiodic curve; (b) an invariant
circle.

2.3. Invasion caused the system to appear chaotic
Recall that w{1} ≈ (0, 0.064, 0.107, 0.059)τ is stable for T|π1 , that is there is a coexistence
of species types 2, 3 and 4, which compete in the rock-scissors-paper manner under
Atkinson–Allen dynamics described by T|π1 . To begin with, assume the resident populations (species types 2, 3 and 4) are at the steady state w{1} and then the mutant (species
type 1) is introduced in small quantities. Since the external eigenvalue of DT(w{1} ) is
1 + 0.0208r which is greater than one for all 0 < r < 1, the species type 1 is able to invade
the trimorphic population set by species types 2, 3 and 4 at the steady state w{1} . Moreover, the invasion can lead to chaos as shown in Figure 7, where the orbit through x0 =
(0.01, 0.064, 0.107, 0.059)τ is asymptotic to a chaotic attractor. In other words, when the
parameter r is not small (see Figure 6), that is the survival rate of the species type 1 is not
large, the invasion by species type 1 into the trimorphic population set by species types 2, 3
and 4 at the steady state w{1} caused the system to appear chaotic. For a discussion of these
notions and their consequences for evolutionary dynamics we refer the reader to [9–12].

3. Conclusion
Chaos can occur in the four competing species under Atkinson–Allen dynamics described
by the invertible map (1) (i.e., n = 4). Varying r, the map undergoes a supercritical
Neimark–Sacker bifurcation, which bifurcates a stable quasiperiodic curve, and then the
map undergoes a cascade of quasiperiod-doubling bifurcation, and after a critical point
becomes chaotic, as illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 7. Since the map has a 3D carrying
simplex, the chaotic attractor is contained in this invariant manifold. This model presents
a possible outcome of invasion attempts by an invader (species type 1) into a trimorphic
population (species types 2, 3 and 4) competing in the rock-scissors-paper manner; that is,
the invasion can lead to chaos. The outcomes of the invasion might be different as the survival rate c1 of the species type 1 varies; that is, the invasion can lead to a coexistence steady
state or a quasiperiodic behaviour or a chaotic behaviour which depends on the value of
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the survival rate c1 of the species type 1. The invasion by species type 1 into the trimorphic population of species types 2, 3 and 4 can lead to a coexistence steady state of the four
species when the survival rate c1 of the species type 1 is large while such an invasion can
lead to a quasiperiodic behaviour or even a chaotic behaviour when the survival rate c1 of
the species type 1 is not large; see Figs. 4–8.
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Appendix
Dynamics of the 3D Atkinson–Allen model
In this appendix, we provide the sufficient and necessary conditions with the corresponding phase
portraits on the simplices for the classes 4, 8, 9 and 27 of the 3D Atkinson–Allen model (or map) T̂
on R3+ given by
T̂i (x) =

(1 + si )(1 − ci )xi
+ ci xi , 0 < ci < 1, bij , si > 0,
1 + bi1 x1 + bi2 x2 + bi3 x3

(A1)

i, j = 1, 2, 3. We refer the reader to [15] for the detailed proofs.
The map T̂ has three axial fixed points q{1} = (s1 /b11 , 0, 0), q{2} = (0, s2 /b22 , 0) and q{3} =
(0, 0, s3 /b33 ) besides the origin. There may exist a planar fixed point v{jk} in the interior of πi ,
ˆ be the carrying simplex of the 3D
and there may also exist a positive fixed point p in Ṙ3+ . Let 
Atkinson–Allen map T̂ given by (A1). Set
γij = sj − bji

si
,
bii

βij =

si bjj − sj bij
.
bii bjj − bij bji

Lemma A.1: The 3D Atkinson–Allen map T̂ given by (A1) is in the class 4 if and only if there is a
permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies the following inequalities
(i) γ12 > 0, γ13 < 0, γ21 > 0, γ23 < 0, γ31 > 0, γ32 < 0;
(ii) b12 β23 + b13 β32 − r1 < 0;
(iii) b31 β12 + b32 β21 − r3 > 0.
In this case, there are two planar fixed points v{12} , v{23} and there is no positive fixed point.
ˆ is as shown in Figure A1.
Moreover, v{12} is globally attracting on Ṙ3+ , and the phase portrait on 
Lemma A.2: The 3D Atkinson–Allen map T̂ given by (A1) is in the class 8 if and only if there is a
permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies the following inequalities
(i) γ12 > 0, γ13 > 0, γ21 > 0, γ23 < 0, γ31 < 0, γ32 < 0;
(ii) b12 β23 + b13 β32 − r1 < 0;
(iii) b31 β12 + b32 β21 − r3 < 0.
In this case, there are two planar fixed points v{12} , v{23} and there is no positive fixed point.
ˆ is as shown in Figure A2.
Moreover, q{3} is globally attracting on Ṙ3+ , and the phase portrait on 
Lemma A.3: The 3D Atkinson–Allen map T̂ given by (A1) is in the class 9 if and only if there is a
permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies the following inequalities
(i) γ12 > 0, γ13 > 0, γ21 > 0, γ23 > 0, γ31 < 0, γ32 > 0;
(ii) b12 β23 + b13 β32 − r1 > 0;
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ˆ for the class 4. A fixed point is represented by a closed dot • if it
Figure A1. The phase portrait on 
ˆ
ˆ and by the intersection of its invariant manifolds if it is
attracts on , by an open dot ° if it repels on ,
ˆ
a saddle on .

ˆ for the class 8. The fixed point notation is as in Figure A1.
Figure A2. The phase portrait on 

ˆ for the class 9. The fixed point notation is as in Figure A1.
Figure A3. The phase portrait on 

(iii) b31 β12 + b32 β21 − r3 < 0.
In this case, there are two planar fixed points v{12} , v{23} and there is no positive fixed point.
ˆ is as shown in Figure A3.
Moreover, v{23} is globally attracting on Ṙ3+ , and the phase portrait on 
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ˆ for the class 27. The big circle  denotes a region of unknown
Figure A4. The phase portrait on 
dynamics.
Lemma A.4: The 3D Atkinson–Allen map T̂ given by (A1) is in the class 27 if and only if there is a
permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies the following inequalities
γ12 > 0, γ13 < 0, γ21 < 0, γ23 > 0, γ31 > 0, γ32 < 0.
ˆ is a heteroclinic cycle. The phase portrait on 
ˆ is
In this case, there is a positive fixed point p and ∂ 
as shown in Figure A4.
Set νij =

(1+sj )(1−cj )bii
bii +bji si

+ cj , where i = j. Let
ϑ = ln ν12 ln ν23 ln ν31 + ln ν21 ln ν13 ln ν32 .

Lemma A.5 ([15,23]): Assume that the 3D Atkinson–Allen map T̂ is in class 27. If ϑ < 0 (resp. > 0),
ˆ of T̂ is attracting (resp. repelling).
then the heteroclinic cycle ∂ 

